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Abstract 

This project was an industry cooperative project with Pentest company led by Philipp 

Reinecke to provide Aggressor Script about Server Message Block (SMB) lateral 

movement on Cobalt Strike, which is a software for adversary simulations and red team 

operations. Due to technical issues, Pentest company was unable to provide Cobalt 

Strike working environment. 


After the project was taken over by Irene Anthi, the project topic has changed to find  

common vulnerabilities existed in real life, demonstrate and analyse their weak points, 

and finally give users defence methods against vulnerabilities. 


Under the Covid-19 pandemic environment, the increasing requirements of remote 

sharing services have made two Windows Remote Sharing technologies — Server 

Message Block (SMB) and Remote Desktop Service (RDS) — more and more important. 

SMB service has over 1 million active users and RDS has 4 million active users on the 

Internet all around the world according to Shodan. The active users of these two remote 

sharing services are widely spread all around the world, which makes the vulnerabilities of  

the two services more important at the same time.


This report will discuss about Windows remote sharing services SMB and RDS’s using 

range, common vulnerabilities, service weaknesses, and defence methods from both high  

level and technical level. 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1. Introduction 

During 2020 and 2021, millions of people globally suffered from the Covid-19 pandemic. 

Due to the high spreading rate of the virus, working from home has become a ‘new 

normal’ state. In consequence, cloud services, online meetings, remote desktop control, 

and remote file share services have become more and more important, especially for 

small and medium scale companies. However, many potential risks are threatening user’s 

information Confidentiality, Integrity, and Availability (CIA) when these services offer 

operating convenience for the users or companies.


Small or medium scale companies who lack strong security infrastructures and workers’ 

security awareness will become easy targets [1]. Especially in the pandemic, this attack 

trend has become more clear. A National Cyber Security Centre (NCSC) report shows that 

the cyber crime number has risen up to three times during the pandemic in Switzerland 

[2], another NCSC website confirms that remote working in the UK has the same trend as 

well [49]. 


Employers who work remotely want to access company files, data, even their machines in 

the company via their own devices, which do not have the same security level protection 

as company managed devices. Unsecured devices and network connections could leave 

attackers a chance to sneak into the systems. Not only could these cause a personal 

identity leak, but these factors could also cause the company to have tremendous data 

leakage and financial loss, or even a threat to the security of the nation.


This report will focus on analysing two main Windows remote sharing technologies: 

Server Message Block (SMB) network file sharing and Remote Desktop Service (RDS).


These two services, because of their specialty — remote sharing between machines, 

have gradually become the focus of people’s attention during the pandemic. According to 

Shodan, SMB service has over 1 million active users and RDS has 4 over million active 

users on the Internet all around the world (Figure 4 and Figure 6). However, the potential 

vulnerabilities and risks are also existing in these two remote sharing services, which have 

also put users’ personal information and cyber security in danger.
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According to the relationship of security concepts shown in Figure 1 [48], potential SMB 

and RDS vulnerabilities could leads to risk, and all the way to exposures, which can 

damage the assets. Only appropriate countermeasures can control SMB and RDS 

exposures. The report structure will correspond to the relation of security concepts.


This report will deeply discuss about the similarities of SMB and RDS vulnerabilities, SMB 

and RDS exposures, and how to defend them in both high theoretical level and technical 

level. The structure of the report can be summarised by these following topics:


1. Why are SMB and RDS services important? How many people are using SMB and 

RDS services? (3.2 RDS Use Range & 3.4 SMB Use Range)


2. What are the critical vulnerabilities of SMB and RDS threatening the user? (3.1 RDS 

Vulnerabilities & 3.3 SMB Vulnerabilities)


3. How do these vulnerabilities work? (3.5 SMB Login Scanner & 4.1.1 Python SMB 

Lateral Movement Toolkit & 4.1.2 SMB EternalBlue Vulnerability & 4.3.1 RDS BlueKeep 

Vulnerability)


4. What are the weaknesses of SMB and RDS? (4.2 SMB Analyses & 4.4 RDS Analyses) 

5. How severe can the risks be? (4.6.1 Post-exploitation of RCE Vulnerabilities) 

6. How can these vulnerabilities be defended? (4.2.3 SMB Defence in Depth 

Suggestions & 4.4.3 RDS Defence in Depth Suggestions & 4.5.2 Comparison of SMB 

and RDS & 5. Honeypot as a Defence Method)  

2

Figure 1 Relationship Among Different Security Concepts 

[48]
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2. Aims and Objectives  

Pentest’s red team is able to insert a Cobalt Strike beacon on a target machine and the 

next step they want to achieve is trying to test credentials that red team hold against 

other hosts on the internal networks, which that beacon has access to. 


In this situation of our project, red team have already controlled one of the machines from 

the target area via a Cobalt Strike beacon, which could be considered as an initial 

foothold. Then red team will use SMB beacon to conduct lateral movement in the target 

network as a login scanner, which is a scanner to collect more SMB login credentials 

from the intranet. 


Specifically, red team want to test SMB credentials, either passwords or password 

hashes against SMB server (port 445). Metasploit has a module for this called smb_login, 

which allows red team to confirm whether a set of credentials to a host are valid or not, 

without doing any noisy activity such as a PSEXEC pass the hash attack. 


There are three expecting aims from company Pentest: 


1. The functionality built into Cobalt Strike via “aggressor script” whereby red team can 

pass an active beacon a set of credentials (domain, username and password/or 

NTLM hash), and a target IP address, and the beacon will attempt to authenticate to 

that IP address, displaying the result back to Cobalt Strike. 


2. The Cobalt Strike operator can provide a list of IP addresses to attempt to 

authenticate, rather than one IP address at a time.


3. The aggressor script can integrate to the credentials module within Cobalt Strike and 

automatically add credentials that are discovered to a file or table.


The first objective is writing aggressor script on Cobalt Strike which supports brute force 

attack to authenticate a list of credentials (includes domain, username, password) 

against one specific IP address on TCP port 445 to gain access. Then display the 

successful credentials to Cobalt Strike.


The second objective is acquiring the aggressor script able to brute force attack against a 

list of IP addresses. 

The third objective is acquiring the aggressor script which can add new credentials 

automatically to a credential table.
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However, due to unforeseen technical issues, the Cobalt Strike software was not 

available. The alternative solution is to transplant the aggressor script into python 

environment, which does not require Cobalt Strike software support, but also can achieve 

the original goals listed above.


Combined with the analysis of high-profile SMB vulnerabilities EternalBlue, analyse the 

weaknesses of SMB protocol, and give relative defence advice in a high level.


To the Remote Desktop Service, first it will demonstrate how high-profile vulnerability 

BlueKeep works in RDS, and list what attackers could do after the exploitation. Showing 

how severe the high-profile vulnerabilities could cause. Then analyse how these RDS 

vulnerabilities could be protected or defended in a high level. 


Showing what attackers could do after exploitation to show how severe the attack could 

be. At last, compare SMB and RDS vulnerabilities, find defence similarities and according 

to the similarities provide a technical defence method to protect the vulnerable system.


The aims of the report are:


Showing the vulnerabilities and the importance of two Windows remote sharing services, 

RDS and SMB. How severe the situations could become when these two services being 

exploited. Finding the similarities of two services’ weaknesses. Providing relative defence 

solutions for these weaknesses in both high theoretical level and technical level.


The updated objectives and the report layout will be:


1. Introduce the use range and common high-profile vulnerabilities of RDS and SMB.


2. Build python attack toolkit on SMB Login Scanner. The script should support single 

credential SMB login, multiple credentials SMB brute force attack, and automatically 

add successful credentials into a credential file.


3. Demonstrate EternalBlue vulnerability against SMB.


4. Analyse SMB protocol’s weaknesses and provide SMB protocol defence advice in 

high level.


5. Demonstrate BlueKeep vulnerability against RDS.


6. Summarise the weak points of RDS and recommend defence solutions in high level.


7. Provide a defence method for RDS and SMB protocol from attacks and analyse its 

pros and cons. 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3. Literature Review 

Two remote sharing technologies: Server Message Block (SMB) and Remote Desktop 

Service (RDS). Both of the services are Microsoft Windows services, because Windows 

OS machines are the most popular Operating System in the market, SMB and RDS 

services are widely used. According to global status from statcounter, the Desktop OS 

market share in shown below in August 2021 [14].


As the main operating system people used, Windows service is very important. Especially 

during the pandemic, the increasing requirements of remote studying and working has 

made the security of remote sharing technologies more important, which makes SMB and 

RDS service important as well.


This section will research SMB and RDS common known vulnerabilities and also their  

globally using range.


3.1 RDS Vulnerabilities 

Remote Desktop Service (RDS) is a Microsoft thin client Terminal Service in Windows, 

which allows the user to remotely access a computer via network connection through 

Remote Desktop Protocol (RDP). However the RDP protocol has found existing high-

profile vulnerabilities [5].


BlueKeep is a wormable remote code execution vulnerability, because the process of pre-

authentication does not require user interaction. Attacker connects to the target through 

RDP and sends pre-coded crafted requests, which could potentially cause system 

Windows OS X Unknown Linux Chrome OS FreeBSD

76.13% 16.15% 3.62% 2.4% 1.7% 0%

Table 1 Desktop Operating System Market Share Worldwide in August 2021 [14] 

Common Name Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures Identifiers Found Date

BlueKeep CVE-2019-0708 2019. 5 

DejaBlue CVE-2019-1181 & CVE-2019-1182 2019. 8

BlueGate CVE-2020-0609 & CVE-2020-0610 2020. 1

Table 2 Remote Desktop Service High-profile Vulnerabilities [5]
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memory corruption. The vulnerable Microsoft systems include Windows 7, Windows 

Server 2008 and Windows Server 2008 R2 [6].


DejaBlue is a similar vulnerability related to BlueKeep, which not only could effect the 

Windows version mentioned previously, but can also infect later Windows version than 

Windows 7, up to Windows 10 [7]. 


BlueGate is a vulnerability existing in Remote Desktop Gateway. Attackers could also 

disable UDP connection for users to access Microsoft update patches [8].


3.2 RDS Use Range 

In March 2020, Shodan, an open source service banner search engine, has published a 

research shown that RDP has risen about 40% during the pandemic, and 8 percent of the 

machines are still vulnerable to CVE-2019-0708 (BlueKeep) [3].


Eight percent may not sound severe, however, the number base is large (up to 4 million 

machines), which means there are at least 30 thousand machines that could still 

potentially be attacked via single BlueKeep vulnerability attack [3].


This number is still rising, since the virus is still not under control in many countries and 

the lock down is continuing. According to another report written by Sophos cyber security 

analysts, Figure 3 shows the statistic of remote desktop service and port:3389 in July 

2019, pre-Covid [4].


6

Figure 2 Shodan Remote Desktop Service Active User [3]
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As a comparison group, the same search outcomes on Shodan on September 2021 are 

showing below in Figure 4.


7

Figure 3 Remote Desktop and Port:3389 Searching Result in Shodan, July 2019 [4]

Figure 4 Remote Desktop and Port:3389 Searching Result in Shodan, September 2021
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It is obvious that the number of machines with the remote desktop service (RDS) enabled 

has increased during the Covid pandemic. Sophos analysts considered the “port:3389” 

search outcome is greater than search outcome of “remote desktop” is because some 

firewalls have 3389 port open but without the actual Remote Desktop Service on.


Talking about the different Windows versions, which could potentially be affected by the 

high-profile vulnerabilities mentioned in 3.1. BlueKeep vulnerability affects Windows 7 and 

Windows Server 2008 (R2); DejaBlue vulnerability also affects later versions up to 

Windows 10. The number of devices running different Windows versions are listed below. 

The percentages are from GlobalStats statcounter August 2021 [15]. The number 1.3 

billion of Windows 10 users is coming from Microsoft’s Story Labs [16]. The rest of the 

numbers are calculated.


In conclusion, Windows 7 and other earlier versions of Windows, which have around 350 

million users, are still potentially vulnerable to most of the high-profile vulnerabilities like 

BlueKeep, if they did not install the Microsoft patch. The DejaBlue potentially has big 

target users up to 1.5 billion machines. Sections 4.3.1 will explain and demonstrate how 

BlueKeep vulnerability can be exploited in vulnerable a Windows 7 machine.


3.3 SMB Vulnerabilities 

Server Message Block (SMB) is a Windows protocol which allows users to share files, 

printers, and ports on the Internet. The client sends a request to the shared files via SMB 

request, and the server replies back to client via SMB responses. SMB protocol is running 

on top of TCP/IP protocol, a client can read, create, and modify files on the remote 

machine [9]. However, there are two common vulnerabilities that exist in SMB protocol [5].


Windows 10 Windows 7 Windows 8.1 Windows 8 Windows XP Windows Vista

78.34% 15.98% 3.62% 1.15% 0.6% 0.28%

1.3 Billion 265 Million 60 Million 11.5 Million 9.9 Million 4.6 Million

Table 3 The Number of Devices with Different Windows Versions [15][16] 

Common Name Microsoft Security Bulletin & CVE Found Date

EternalBlue MS17-010 2017

SMBGhost CVE-2020-0796 2020. 3

Table 4 Server Message Block high-profile Vulnerabilities [5]
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In 2017, WannaCry ransomware and NotPetya wiper malware have infected thousands  of 

computers all over the world by using the EternalBlue vulnerability, which exists in SMB 

v1 and allows Remote Code Execution on Windows systems. Both of them used 

password-grabbing tool Mimikatz as well [10].


SMBGhost is another vulnerability that allows Remote Code Execution through SMB 

v3.1.1, which only works on Windows 10 version 1903 and Windows Server [11]. 

SMBGhost was exposed in March 2020, so it also known as CoronaBlue.


3.4 SMB Use Range 

One of the Shodan’s researchers has published a survey in 2017, right after the 

WannaCry ransomware spread all over the world. According to Shodan’s statistics there 

were 2,306,820 SMB service machines available on the Internet and 91,081 of them are 

vulnerable to EternalBlue vulnerability. What’s more, 96% of the SMB services on the 

Internet support SMB v1 and 42% of SMB services allows anonymous authentications 

[12].


The following figure has summed SMB service using numbers through 2017 to 2020 in 

both Shodan and Rapid 7. Let alone the huge difference between Shodan and Rapid 7, 

just look at Shodan’s track of SMB services. The number has gradually gone down from 

over 2 million to around 1.6 million, specifically after people being made aware of the 

threat from WannaCry and NotPetya.


9

Figure 5 Shodan and Rapid7 Tracking SMB Services From 

2017-2020 [10]
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Though the number of available SMB services on Shodan has gone down comparing to 

2019 [27], the number of devices using SMB Version 1 are still in a huge number base up 

to over 1.1 million. 





Even in September 2021, as shown in Figure 6, there are still huge requirements from 

remote file sharing based on SMB Version 1, which contains a high-profile vulnerability 

even if machines are not running in Windows operating systems.


One other interesting finding on searching machines which have SMB Version 1 service 

enabled is after five hours (around 23:00 UK time) of Figure 6 the searching result has 

gone up 3000. The dynamic changes of the outcome means there are many machines 

either turning SMB services on and off manually because of the requirements, or turning 

their machines on and off all around the world. The daily floating number of SMB Version 

1 users is around 3000, which means that the actual SMB Version 1 users is much more 

than 1.1 million. 


10

Figure 6 Shodan Search Outcome of SMB 

Version 1

Figure 7 Shodan Search Outcome of SMB Version 1 

(After 5 Hours of Figure 6)
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3.5 SMB Login Scanner 

Two similar works in lateral movement login scanner functions from different software 

applications related to this project are summed up and compared in this section. One is 

smb_login function in Metasploit, the other is psexec function in Cobalt Strike.


3.5.1 Metasploit smb_login Function 

In Metasploit, the smb_login function under auxiliary module could achieve these aims.


For the first aim brute force attack against one IP address. Files users.txt (usernames) and 

pass.txt (passwords/NTLM hashes) are prepared credentials. Metasploit will combine 

usernames in USER_FILE and passwords in PASS_FILE as credentials to brute force 

attack the specific IP address set in RHOSTS. 


use auxiliary/scanner/smb/smb_login


set RHOSTS 192.168.10.16


set USER_FILE /root/users.txt


set PASS_FILE /root/pass.txt


run


The second aim is brute force attack against a set of IP addresses. Change the command 

RHOSTS to one of the formats below:


set RHOSTS 192.168.10.10, 192.168.10.11


set RHOSTS 192.168.10.0/24 


After running the script, the login scan outcomes will be sent back to Metasploit console.


11

Figure 8 Metasploit Multiple SMB Login Scanner
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3.5.2 Cobalt Strike psexec Function 

Cobalt Strike software has integrated some lateral movement functions via SMB Beacon. 

First, running command Net View on the compromised machine to search available 

targets existing in the intranet.


Then the output returns the list of hosts in the intranet.


Second, use function “FindLocalAdminAccess” beacon to find which target has potential 

local admin access. 


12

Figure 11 FindLocalAdminAccess Command [13]

Figure 10 Console Outcome of NetView [13]

Figure 9 NetView Command [13]
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Third, take over the target machine by SMB Beacon via psexec function, which supports 

using current session token and also user input domain, username, and password. 


Cobalt Strike allows red team to select multiple targets on the list of hosts to conduct the 

login attempt.


And last, the credentials login output will be sent back to Cobalt Strike.





13

Figure 12 Authenticate with current session by psexec function 

[13]

Figure 13 Multiple IP addresses in NetView to conduct SMB authentication [13]

Figure 14 Outcomes of Authentication back to Cobalt Strike [13]
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3.5.3 Comparing Different Functions 

Both of the softwares used the similar attacking lateral moving method, which is SMB 

brute force attack. The basic brute force attack processes are illustrated below:





Metasploit sub_login solution has several shortcomings not capable to the Pentest 

company’s requirements.


1. USER_FILE and PASS_FILE commands will combine all the usernames and 

passwords together and then brute force against one or multiple IP addresses, which 

is not very flexible. For example, using password attack against one username and 

already known password attack against different usernames are not available.


2. SMBUser and SMBPass commands will use a specific credential to authenticate, 

however, it does not support multiple credentials.


3. The success trial will appears green while processing, but will not be summed at the 

end and add the credentials to a file or table.


Cobalt Strike psexec’s shortcomings are listed as below.


1. Psexec automatically conducts pass the hash attack during the login process, which 

makes the noisy SMB scanner even noisier.


14

Figure 15 Attack Process of SMB Brute Force Attack
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2. Partly support multiple targets attack. Cobalt Strike can only attack machines listed 

under Net View command, which means the machines are in the same workgroup or 

domain.


3. Cobalt Strike does not support multiple credentials to brute force attack one machine.


The goal of the python SMB lateral movement script is to make up for the drawbacks of 

the two softwares listed above and make it more efficient. However, it will still follow the 

same processes as illustrated above.  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4. Methodology  

Methodology section will be divided into five sub-sections: SMB Vulnerabilities (4.1), SMB 

Vulnerabilities analyses (4.2), RDS Vulnerabilities (4.3), RDS Vulnerabilities Analyses (4.4), 

and SMB and RDS Analyses (4.5).


4.1 SMB Vulnerabilities  

This section will show SMB lateral movement exploitations in Python environment (4.1.1), 

how SMB vulnerability EternalBlue works (4.1.2), how to use these vulnerabilities to 

exploit (4.1.2.1), and how severe the EternalBlue risk is (4.1.2.2).


4.1.1 Python SMB Lateral Movement Toolkit 

Due to the technical support issues, the Cobalt Strike environment was not available. As 

an alternative solution, python environment was used to conduct the SMB login scanner 

and SMB brute force attack. 


Python environment is more common and popular, easier to be deployed comparing to 

complex integrating software like Metasploit and Cobalt Strike. Python scripts are easier 

to understand and customise for developers, because users can easily view the script 

source code, which will save a lot of time to get familiar with the functions in integrate 

softwares. Also users can customise the scripts depend on their requirements.


The aims and objectives are basically not changed as Section 2 outlined. First, user offer 

single credential (domain, username and password/or NTLM hash), and a target IP 

address to attempt SMB login, which will be demonstrated in section 4.1.1.2. Second, in 

section 4.1.1.3 user could authenticate multiple IP addresses at a time, which refers to 

provide a IP list. Third, the script will automatically add the successful credentials into a 

credential list shown in section 4.1.1.4.


4.1.1.1 Build VMs Environment in VMWare 15 

To conduct SMB Login Scanner, at least 2 Virtual Machines should be built. One works as 

an attack machine, the other one works as a vulnerable machine in VMWare 15 

Workstation Player with SMB service open.


The Vulnerability Machine VM Configuration 

System: Windows 10 pro
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IP: 192.168.10.4


Workgroup: PENTESTWG


Username: Redemption


Password: 123123


Turn on SMB Service on vulnerable Windows machine: Control Panel -> Programs -> Turn 

Windows features on or off -> SMB 1.0/CIFS File Sharing Support.


Turn off Firewall & Network protection: Firewall & network protection -> Public network -> turn off.


The Attack Machine VM Configuration 

System: Windows 10 pro


IP: 192.168.10.10 


Set attack machine and vulnerable machine in the same subnet to simulate SMB scanning 

environment after red team has already taken control of one compromised machine.


Install python environment on the machine, and use “pip install pysmb” to install pysmb 1.2.7.


4.1.1.2 Single Credential SMB Login Scanner 

Python script on single credential smb login scanner can be divided into three parts: 1. 

Collect credentials (IP, username, password, domain) from user input 2. Use collected 

credential to authenticate 3. Send the authentication outcome back to console.


In python script’s main function, there are basically three functions: CollectCredential( ), 

SMB( ), and SingleLoginScanner( ). Function SMB( ) is used to pass the inputed credential 

variables from CollectCredential( ) function into SingleLoginScanner( ) function. In 

SingleLoginScanner( ) function, the credential will be used to authenticate and then send  

the outcome back.


After inputing IP address as remote_ip, username as username, password as password, 

domain as domain, python script used SMBConnection( ) function, imported from 

smb.SMBConnection, to authenticate credential against remote_ip on port 445. 


The connection outcome will be passed variable “connect”. It will be either True or False, 

which means login successful or failed. At last, print the connection outcome state (no 

matter its True or False) to the console.


17
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If the IP address is not reachable or other connection error, the program will jump to the 

“except” part. Because in “try” section has failed to connect target in SMBConnection( ) 

function. Script will first print login fail information and then collect the exception 

information and print it to the console.


If the authentication is successful, for example using vulnerable Windows 10 machine’s 

credential (IP, Username, Password variables all followed section 4.1.1.1), ‘connected’ 

variable shown in Figure 16 will equal True, the successful authentication outcome will be  

sent back to console shown as below in Figure 17.


If remote_ip is reachable, which means the IP address user typed existing in the local 

network. However, if the credential user input is not right (such as using “Password” as 

password rather than “123123”), ‘connected’ variable in Figure 16 will equal False, and 

will send false authentication outcome back to console shown as below.


18

Figure 16 Single Credential Login Scanner Function

Figure 17 Console Single Success Login

Figure 18 Console Single Fail Login
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If remote_ip is unreachable such as 192.168.10.5 (not in the local network), console will 

show up the error message as an Exception (WinError 10060) as the following figure 

shown instead of corrupt the python program.  

19

Figure 19 Console Single Connection Failed 
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4.1.1.3 Multiple Credentials SMB Login Scanner 

Python script on multiple credentials authentication will still be divided into the same 

three parts as single credential login. However, input and authentication part will have a 

some differences.


Different from directly send input values into variables in SingleLoginScanner( ), multiple 

credentials support user inputs file directories of IP addresses, usernames, and 

passwords. Different from Metasploit’s USER_FILE and PASS_FILE functions in 

smb_login, our python script function MultiLoginScanner( ) does not mandatory user to 

upload a file if they do not want to. This means MultiLoginScanner function support 

password brute force attack against one specific username and password spraying 

attack against multiple accounts. Also, multiple IP addresses to attack are supported.


As the following table shown, user can customise different attack combinations based on 

what kind of credentials they hold and different circumstances. 


The txt file of each input will follow the same format layout: one variable in a line, which 

means IP list, username list, and password list will be separated by symbol \n (change 

line).


In order to accomplish this function, CollectFiles( ) function allows user to input either 

variables or file directories, which needs another function to check user input is a file 

directory or not. 


Attack Type IP address Username Password

Single Account Login Variable Variable Variable

Password Spraying Variable File Variable

Password Brute Force Variable Variable File

Multiple Accounts Brute Force File Variable/File Variable/File

Table 5 The Combinations of Input Variables

20

Figure 20 Verify File Directory Function
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If user input is a right file directory, open the file and read the file line by line, put each line 

as an item stored in a list. At last, when read all the lines from the file, script will return the 

whole list to the MultiCredentialLogin( ) function.


If the user inputs a variable or file directory does not exist, the script will put the user input 

into the list as an item, and return to MultiCredentialLogin( ) as one item list.


The MultiCredentialLogin( ) function code is shown below, which used three “for” loops to 

go through all the list items (ip addresses, username and password). 


The following figure shows the multiple authentications’ outcome, user inputs three files: 

ip.txt as IP list, users.txt as username list, and pass.txt as password list. First, the script 

goes through the IP list, because 192.168.10.5 machine does not exist. All credential 

attempts will appear as WinError 10060 Connection attempt Failed. 
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Figure 21 Multiple Credentials Login Scanner Function

Figure 22 Multiple IP and Credentials Login Scan Outcome in 

Console
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However, in record 11, which is a correct SMB credential against machine 192.168.10.4 

using ‘Redemption’ as username, ‘123123’ as password, and ‘PENTESTWG’ as domain. 


4.1.1.4 Generate Collected SMB Credentials 

Generating collected successful SMB credentials in to a file. Every time functions 

SingleLoginScanner( ) and MultiLoginScanner ( ) accomplished a successful 

authentication, the credential information will be stored in a global list variable called 

‘credential’.


When user clicks GenerateCredentials ( ) function, script will detect if the file 

Credential.txt exists. If the file exists, the script will open the file and write the content 

from list credential into the file; if not, the script will create one file called Credential.txt 

and then write the content in. Every four items written in a list, the script will write a ‘\n’ 

into the file, in order to change to a new line to distinguish different credentials. 


One of the advantages of overwriting the Credential.txt is user can output the existing 

credentials whenever they want, without outputting any repeat credentials that have 

already being written in the file. Instead, storing all the success credentials in a list 

variable, whenever user request the credentials, script overwrite the previous file content 

by updated credentials stored in global list variable.


The GenerateCredentials ( ) code is shown as below.
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Figure 23 Collect Success Credential While Login

Figure 24 Generate Collected Credentials into File Function
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The Credential.txt will be generated under the same file directory with the python script 

code. The content of Credential.txt will look like below in Figure 25.


To sum up, the python script satisfies the requirements of red team’s lateral movement in 

the internal network via SMB login brute force attack. Not only it supports single IP SMB 

login, but also supports multiple IP addresses authentication, also adds the valid 

credentials to a file.  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Figure 25 Generated Credentials File Credential.txt
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4.1.1.5 Cobalt Strike Aggressor Script 

Even though the Cobalt Strike environment is not available, the processes of SMB Login 

are still remaining the same: obtain credential information from user input, pass the input 

variables to the aggressor script, attempt SMB authentications, send back outcomes to 

Cobalt Strike.


By watching the tutorial videos, I tried to demonstrate the user input script through 

aggressor script in Cobalt Strike. After the script obtaining the user input, my thought is 

using an API or function to pass the input values to python script demonstrated in the 

previous sections. 


The user inputs could be sent through a pop up window, when a beacon has been 

successfully created. Right click beacon, there will be a new option called “Login 

Scanner”  -> “Single Credential smb_login” or “Multiple Credentials smb_login”.


After filling in the required information, click “Scan” button to pass the variables to python 

script, then run the similar python or aggressor script, and last return the outcomes back 

to Cobalt Strike. 
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Figure 26 popup.cna Aggressor Script
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4.1.2 SMB EternalBlue Vulnerability 

EternalBlue is a vulnerability that exists in Windows systems before Windows 8, which 

supports interprocess communication share (IPC$) in SMB Service that by default allows 

anonymous login and a null session. A null session allows SMB client send commands to 

the SMB server. EternalBlue takes advantages of three vulnerabilities in SMB service [28]. 


First vulnerability exists in process of File Extended Attributes (FEA) from OS/2 structure 

to NT structure in SMB implementation, which could cause a buffer overflow error in non-

paged kernel pool when the value of attribute (SizeOfListInBytes, which is Dword size) in 

OS/2 format is above 216 [28].


Second vulnerability is related to two SMB sub-commands  SMB_COM_TRANSACTION2 

and SMB_COM_NT_TRANSACT. This is because both of the sub-commands are using 

another sub-command _SECONDARY, which is used when too much data is contained in 

a single package. The difference between two sub-commands is that the command 

TRANSACTION2 (Word max 0xFFFF) calls two times smaller data packet than command 

NT_TRANSACT (Dword max 0xFFFFFFFF) [28][29]. 


If attacker sends a crafted package that uses NT_TRANSACT right before 

TRANSACTION2 command (Word after Dword), it will allocate memory according to the 

last package, use command TRANSACTION2, which has a smaller data size. This means 

the package uses command NT_TRANSACT will not have enough memory space, which 

could lead to the buffer overflow error mentioned in the first vulnerability [28][29]. 


Third vulnerability exists in SMB version 1, which allows attacker to allocate a chunk of 

memory in kernel non-paged pool and uses two vulnerabilities above. This vulnerability 

will leave a part of memory that attacker could run shell code [29].


The next section will demonstrate how EternalBlue works in virtual machines. 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4.1.2.1 EternalBlue Crack on VMWare Workstation 15 Player 

VMWare Workstation 15 Player 


Attack Machine: Kali 2021 


IP: 192.168.10.3


Metasploit version 6.0.45


Target Machine: Windows 7 Professional


IP: 192.168.10.30


Turn on the Network and Sharing Centre, which by default uses SMB Version 2. Use 

Nmap on Kali attack machine to conduct an aggressive scan, then find out the TCP port 

445 is open. The scanning result is shown below.


As port 445 and SMB version 2 is open on target machine, run Metasploit EternalBlue 

vulnerability scanner to check if the target machine is vulnerable to EternalBlue. The 

running result is shown below. 
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Figure 27 Nmap Scanning Result of Network and Sharing Centre

Figure 28 Metasploit EternalBlue Scanner
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SMB Login Error occurred while connecting to IPC$ tree, means guest or anonymous 

authentication is not allowed on SMB version 2. In SMB version 2, it needs to apply SMB 

certificate to login.


Turn on the SMB Version 1 service by typing PowerShell command “Set-ItemProperty 

-Path "HKLM:\SYSTEM\CurrentControlSet\Services\LanmanServer\Parameters" 

SMB1 -Type DWORD -Value 1 -Force”. This command is used to change the SMB 

registry value to 1 [30]. Use the Nmap to scan the target machine again, the result shows 

that SMB version 1 service has been enabled.


Try to run the Eternalblue exploit module by setting the rhosts to target machine 

192.168.10.26, lhost to 192.168.10.3. It first uses vulnerability scanner to check if the 

target is vulnerable and the outcome is likely vulnerable. Then the script uses three 

vulnerabilities mentioned above to exploit the target. And last, a new session will be 

created, which means attacker machine successfully get shell of target machine.  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Figure 29 Nmap Scanning Result of SMB Version 1
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4.1.2.2 EternalBlue Risk Assessment using DREAD Model 

DREAD is a qualitative risk assessment model, which is used to rate the severity of the 

risks from five different aspects: Damage, Reproducibility, Exploitability, Affected users,  

and Discoverability. The rating range in each aspect is from 1 to 3, the higher rating score 

is, the more severe the risks are. An overall rating from 5-8 is low risk; 8-11 is medium 

risk; 12-15 is high risk.


1. Damage


Damage aspect is to determined how bad the attack could be, if vulnerability is exploited.


In this circumstance, the vulnerability is EternalBlue, and the related attack in the real 

world are known as WannaCry and NotPetya. Because WannaCry is a wormable 

ransomware. The compromise could effect every users’ data rather than individual data, 

which means the Damage rating is 3.


2. Reproducibility


Reproducibility aspect is to measure how easy it is for attackers to reproduce the attack. 


In this circumstance, the attack represents EternalBlue vulnerability exploitation. As many 

cybersecurity analytics have provided their own PoC models, the reproducibility of 

EternalBlue exploitation is not as hard as before, also the exploitation does not require 

authorised user or administrator privilege, which means the Reproducibility rating is 3.


3. Exploitability 


Exploitability aspect is to judge how many processes are need to launch the attack.
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Figure 30 Metasploit EternalBlue Exploitation Result
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In this circumstance, the processes of attack are the processes of EternalBlue 

exploitation. Though EternalBlue vulnerability itself is very complex, used three different 

vulnerabilities that existed in SMB Version 1, which requires advanced programming 

knowledge and deep understanding of the SMB service to build the attack tools. After 

WannaCry ransomware, many PoCs have been published over the Internet. Metasploit 

also provides the EternalBlue exploit module, which makes exploitation much easier. As a 

result, the Exploitation rating is 2.


4. Affected users


Affected users aspect is to identify how many people will be impacted by the vulnerability.


In this circumstance, the vulnerability refers to EternalBlue. Because WannaCry is a 

wormable ransomware, which makes the ransomware spread really quickly over the 

Internet. However, the exploitation is based on EternalBlue vulnerability, which means it 

could attack machines vulnerable to EternalBlue. The machines without SMB service 

open or using SMB version 2 or 3 will not be infected. As a result, the Affected users 

rating is 2.


5. Discoverability


Discoverability aspect is to discuss how easy it is for attackers to discover the attack.


In this circumstance, is to discuss about how easy it is for attackers to discover if a 

machine is vulnerable to the EternalBlue vulnerability. In section 4.1.2.1, Figure 28 and 29 

have shown that how attacker scans the remote machines to see if they are vulnerable to 

EternalBlue. The discovery process does not require source code or administrative 

access to the target machine. As a result, the Discoverability rating is 2.


To sum up, the overall DREAD rating analyse against the EternalBlue vulnerability is 

shown below in the table 6.


The overall rating of risk level is High, which means the EternalBlue vulnerability is very 

severe. This high risk rate is done in 2021, 4 years after the EternalBlue vulnerability was 

discovered, which relatively has lower impact than 4 years ago.


Treat D R E A D Total Rating

EternalBlue 3 3 2 2 2 12 High

Table 6 DREAD Risk Assessment of EternalBlue
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4.2 SMB Analyses  

This section will describe where do attacks happened (4.2.1), what are the SMB 

weaknesses (4.2.2), and how to apply related countermeasures to control (4.2.3).


4.2.1 SMB Attacking Path 

For SMB attack like brute force attack or WannaCry using Eternal Blue vulnerability. The 

attack processes can be divided into five different phases, because SMB protocol is a 

response-request protocol [39]. Phase 1 is the period when attacker starts to prepare the 

malware. Phase 2 is attacker establishing the attack connection with the SMB server. 

Phase 3 is an optional period right before the attack request reach the SMB server, 

depends on if there are any defence methods like firewall, IDS, IPS, Gateway to filter the 

attack traffic. Phase 4 is when the request reaches the SMB server. Phase 5 is when SMB 

server returns the SMB responses to the attacker machine. Five attacking phases can be 

simplified in Figure 31.


The SMB weaknesses and vulnerabilities are all existed in phase 2 to 5, because normally 

you cannot stop attacker from exploiting the SMB vulnerabilities in phase 1, which does 

not count as SMB’s vulnerabilities. However, the vulnerabilities in phase 2 to 5 can lead to 

the SMB exploitation.


4.2.2 SMB’s Weaknesses 

In phase 1, before package transition. SMB server usually cannot identify which user is 

malicious until they conduct the attack. However, it is sometimes already too late when 

the attack happened.


In phase 2, during package transition. The weakness of SMB protocol in phase 2 is that 

attacker can intercept the traffic via unencrypted or weak-encrypted connection. 
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Figure 31 Five Phases of SMB Attacking Period
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Specially SMB version 1 does not support encryption, which means attacker could 

intercept the traffic and conduct a Man in the Middle (MITM) attack.


In phase 3, right before the packages arrived the SMB Server. If there are not any defence 

devices applied on the network, SMB Brute force attack as illustrated in section 4.1.1 

Lateral Movement can be easily conducted. Attacker could keep sending SMB 

authentication requests to SMB server without restriction.


In phase 4, the packages have arrived the SMB Server. If the target machine did not have 

firewall or other port management software turned on, the cracked packages are highly 

likely to arrive on the target machine. Even if the machine did not have the vulnerabilities, 

exposed machine directly to outside packages is very dangerous. 


Also, many the SMB servers still running the SMB version 1 (even on later versions of 

Windows), because many out of date systems like Windows XP, Server 2003, or old 

network printers are only support SMB version 1. It is very dangerous that SMB protocol 

is not patched in time and exposed to the Internet.


In phase 5, when SMB server responds to the SMB client. This processes can also be 

compromised by attacker via downgrading the original negotiated dialect and capabilities 

[35].


4.2.3 SMB Defence in Depth Suggestions 

Defence in Depth in cyber security is a strategy that apply multiple defence methods as 

multiple defence layers to prevend system from attack. In Defence in Depth strategy there 

are three control types, which are Physical Control, Technical Control, and Administrative 

Control. 


In this SMB protocol scenario, Physical Controls are security methods that protect 

physical SMB server machine from any physical attacks or physical attack attempts; 

Administrative Controls are policies and regulations in an organisation to manage and 

educate staff away from cyber crimes; Technical Controls are using technical methods to 

protect SMB server, which is mainly focusing on protecting SMB service and related 

protocols [31]. The SMB attack defences are mainly happening on the Internet rather than 

direct physical access, so this scenario will ignore the Physical Controls and mainly focus 

on Technical Controls and Administrative Controls.
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Defending infection viruses like Covid-19 in real world usually uses three core elements in 

biology, which are Finding and managing the source of infection, Cutting off the 

transmission channels, and Protecting vulnerable groups [32]. Similar to defending  

against infection viruses, Technical Controls of SMB attacks can also be divided into 

these three core defence layers listed above in biology. At the same time, Technical 

Controls can also be categorised by 5 phases corresponding to weaknesses of SMB 

attacking path.


Figure 32 illustrates the corresponding phases in defence of Cybersecurity SMB attacks 

and defence of Biology infection viruses.


Technical Control: 

Phase 1 is when attacker prepare the malware and before the sending the attacking 

packages to SMB Server. Obviously the SMB server cannot detect malicious users before 

he launch the attack. However, SMB server can track down and find malicious users  by 

analysing the traffic, when port 445 has already received packages. So, the defending 

advice against phase 1 in SMB weakness will be build a Honeypot and establish a 

Whitelist/Blacklist. Honeypot is a defending method using vulnerable system to attract 

attackers’ attention from actual network and collect valuable attacking information at the 

same time, which could achieve “Find and manage the source of infection” element to 

control the SMB attack. Building a whitelist/blacklist could also control the attacking 

source, because it could specify which user is able to establish the SMB connection and 

who cannot access the server.
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Figure 32 Different Phases of Defending Attack in Biology and Technical Control in 

Cybersecurity 
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Phase 2 is when clients send malicious packages to SMB server. Attacker could conduct 

MITM attacks if the communication channel is not encrypted or using weak encryption 

algorithms. The related defending features to compensate the SMB weaknesses are 

applying Encryption, Pre-authentication Integrity, VPN, and Better message signing 

[33]. These methods could all be implemented in phrase 2 to prevent MITM attack. In 

SMB version 3, it uses AES-128-GCM and AES-128-CCM two strong encryption modes 

to encrypt the packages and prevent attacker eavesdropping and modifying the 

packages [34]. Pre-authentication is a mandatory feature, which leverages cryptographic 

keys to protect SMB 3.1.1 from MITM attacks [35]. 


Phase 3 is before packages arrive at the SMB server. Organisation could apply a set of 

inbound rules on secure hardware devices like Access Control List (ACL) on Firewall, 

Intrusion Detect System (IDS), even Windows Defender Firewall to protect SMB server 

from receiving malicious packages without any filtering.


Phase 4 is when client requests reach SMB server. SMB server itself could also install 

some Firewall software, Antivirus software, even Host-based IDS (HIDS). These range 

of software can build another protection layer of filtering unauthorised requests and 

malicious traffic. HIDS could analyse what has changed on the SMB server to defend 

zero-day attack and insider attack.


Keeping the SMB service updated is another important aspect. Patch the service and 

use SMB version 3, which provides more secure features listed in Phase 2, compared to 

SMB version 1 and 2. Also, turn off the SMB service, when there are no service 

requirements. 

To keep SMB connection secure, SMB server could turn on the feature Insecure guest 

auth blocking, which will rejects all the guest requests during authentication [37]. This 

defend feature cannot only reject outside attackers’ request, but also reject organisation 

staff who use insecure devices. 


Phase 5 is when SMB server sends responses back to clients. SMB server could turn on 

Secure dialect negotiation defending feature in SMB version 3, which provides server to 

client end-to-end signed exchange in negotiate process. The exchange process will also 

be encrypted if the encryption feature is enabled. Secure dialect negotiation could 

prevent MITM attack from downgrade the dialect negotiation [38].
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Administrative Control: 

Administrative controls are also helpful to protect SMB service. For example, educating 

staff for not using their own devices or insecure devices/network to connect to the 

SMB server to prevent MITM attack. Use strong password, change password 

regularly, and not use local account to login could reduce the risks of SMB lateral 

movement. 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4.3 RDS Vulnerabilities 

Remote Desktop Service (RDS) is another commonly used Windows remote services 

similar to SMB. This section will show how RDS vulnerability BlueKeep works (4.3.1), how 

to use these vulnerabilities to exploit (4.3.1.1, 4.3.1.2), and how severe the BlueKeep risk 

is (4.3.1.3).


4.3.1 RDS BlueKeep Vulnerability 

As the background research shows, BlueKeep is a wormable remote code execution 

vulnerability that uses memory corruption.


According to MalwareTech’s reverse engineering on Microsoft patch against BlueKeep 

vulnerability, they figured out the Proof of Code (PoC) of the vulnerability BlueKeep. They 

compared the differences between patched and unpatched system, and found an 

interesting new added variable called “MS_T120” in file “TermDD.sys” as the figure shown 

below [17].


MS_T120 is an internal channel of Protocol Data Unit (PDU), which could potentially not 

only be read/written, but also be bound twice. First one is used by the internal process, 

the second one is bound by the attacker. When internal process close the channel, 

attacker’s reference is still available to use, which could access a part of kernel memory 

[17].


After the Use After Free vulnerability has been discovered, attacker could use a shell code 

pointer in fake VTable channel. And then attackers could access shell code via ineligible 

kernel memory [18].
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4.3.1.1 BlueKeep Crack on VMWare 15 Workstation Player 

Attack Machine: Kali 2021 


IP: 192.168.10.3


Metasploit version 6.0.45


Target Machine: Windows 7 Professional


IP: 192.168.10.21


Turn on the Remote Desktop Service feature in "Remote Settings”. Allow connections 

from computers running any version of Remote Desktop.


In Kali machine “msfconsole”, search keyword “BlueKeep”, the console outcomes show 

two available modules. First module is to check that the target machine is able to conduct 

Remote Code Execution (RCE), which could be used to scan on the Internet to find 

potential targets. Second module is Metasploit exploit PoC module of using BlueKeep 

vulnerability (CVE-2019-0708).


Use the second module to exploit. Set the configurations to RHOSTS equals target 

machine IP 192.168.10.21, LHOST to local Kali machine IP 192.168.10.3, and set target 

to VMWare 15 version.
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Figure 34 Metasploit BlueKeep Scan and Exploit Modules

Figure 35 Metasploit BlueKeep Exploitation Configurations
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However, when every attributes have been set properly as above and started to exploit, 

the target machine shows up the Blue Screen as figure below.


The BSOD (Blue Screen of Death) information indicates the operating system crashed 

while running system file “termdd.sys”.


According to MalwareTech, TermDD.sys is the only file has been updated in Microsoft 

patch after the exploitation, identified by software BinDiff [17].


According to Kevin Beaumont, the BlueKeep exploit caused BSOD error in 10 of 11 of his 

Remote Desktop Honeypots. And ZDNet’s analyst Dillion explained that Metasploit’s 

BlueKeep PoC exploit module will have BSOD situation, when the target systems using 

Microsoft’s patch of Meltdown CPU internal [19]. 


In this circumstance, VMWare products are using Meltdown mitigation to protect side-

channel analysis because of CPU vulnerabilities [20]. And at the same time, Metasploit 

BlueKeep exploit module does not support Meltdown kernel [19], which result in the 

BSOD error. 
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4.3.1.2 BlueKeep Crack on Virtual Box  

Attack Machine: Kali 2021  

IP: 192.168.10.3


Metasploit version 6.0.45


Target Machine: Windows 7 Professional 

IP: 192.168.10.25


Turn on the Remote Desktop Service feature in "Remote Settings”. Allow connections 

from computers running any version of Remote Desktop. (Less Secure)


Set the Metasploit BlueKeep configurations correctly:


RHOSTS => 192.168.10.25


LHOST => 192.168.10.3


Target => 2 (Windows 7 SP1 / 2008R2 Virtualbox 6)


And then run the BlueKeep scripts, the console information is shown below:


The target Windows 7 machine does not show up the BSOD error again, instead the 

script successfully exploits the vulnerability and gets shell of the target machine. 

Everything still appears normal on the Windows 7 target machine. However, on the other 

side, Kali machine has finished the exploitation and got shell of the target machine at the 

same time.
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Figure 37 Metasploit Exploitation on BlueKeep Vulnerability
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4.3.1.3 BlueKeep Risk Assessment using DREAD Model 

Using the same qualitative risk assessment method, DREAD model can also rate the 

same five aspects of RDS vulnerability BlueKeep, which are Damage, Reproducibility, 

Exploitability, Affected Users, and Discoverability. Two vulnerabilities EternalBlue and 

BlueKeep will be compared and analysed together in section 4.5.2.


1. Damage


Damage aspect is to determined how bad the attack could be, if vulnerability is exploited.


In this circumstance, the vulnerability is BlueKeep. Because BlueKeep is a wormable  

Remote Code Execution (RCE) vulnerability, which means the RCE could potentially affect 

every users’ data specially server has been compromised rather than individual user data. 

So, the Damage rating is 3.


2. Reproducibility


Reproducibility aspect is to measure how easy it is for attackers to reproduce the attack. 


In this circumstance, the attack represents BlueKeep vulnerability exploitation. Many 

cybersecurity analysts have published BlueKeep PoCs, so has Metasploit. Metasploit has 

BlueKeep scanning and exploitation modules as well, which makes the exploitation 

processes easier to deploy. However, the exploitation does not require any authorised 

user account, which makes the Reproducibility rating 3.


3. Exploitability 


Exploitability aspect is to judge how many processes are need to launch the attack.


In this circumstance, the processes of attack are the processes of BlueKeep exploitation. 

Many PoCs allow attacker to scan and exploit the system by only set up a few 

configurations, which makes Exploitability rating 2.


4. Affected Users


Affected users aspect is to identify how many people will be impacted by the vulnerability.


In this circumstance, the vulnerability refers to BlueKeep. Because BlueKeep is a 

wormable vulnerability against MS_T120 communication channel, which means only the 

machines that have RDS service open and vulnerable to the BlueKeep vulnerability will be 

infected, which means limited users are affected by the vulnerability. So, Affected users 

rating is 2.
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5. Discoverability


Discoverability aspect is to discuss how easy it is for attackers to discover the attack.


In this circumstance, is to discuss about how easy it is for attackers to discover a 

machine is vulnerable to BlueKeep vulnerability. Though open source website like 

SHODAN provide service and vulnerabilities in public, it still took a while for attacker to 

discover target machines. Once attackers obtain the public ip address of RDS server, they 

can conduct BlueKeep vulnerability scanner to detect if the machine is vulnerable or not. 

So, the Discovery rating is 2.


To sum up the overall DREAD rating analyse against BlueKeep vulnerability is shown 

below in the table 7.


The overall rating of risk level is High, which means the BlueKeep vulnerability is very 

severe in five aspects listed above. 


In Section 4.5.2 will compare two main Windows remote sharing services SMB 

vulnerability EternalBlue and RDS vulnerability BlueKeep together.  

Treat D R E A D Total Rating

EternalBlue 3 3 2 2 2 12 High

Table 7 DREAD Risk Assessment of EternalBlue
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4.4 RDS Analyses 

This section will describe where do attacks happened (4.4.1), what are the RDS 

weaknesses (4.4.2) and how to use related countermeasures to control (4.4.3).


4.4.1 RDS Attacking Path 

According to MS-RDPBCGR, Remote Desktop Protocol connection sequence can be 

divided in to ten parts [40]: 


1. Connection Initiation 2. Basic Setting Exchange 3. Channel Connection 4. RDP 

Security Commencement 5. Secure Settings Exchange 6. Optional Connect-Time Auto-

Detection 7. Licensing 8. Optional Multi-transport Bootstrapping 9. Capabilities Exchange 

10. Connection Finalisation.


Brute Force attack RDP and Credential Stuffing are two most serious attacks that 

many companies are suffering from [42]. Attacker could use credentials dictionary to try 

to login RDS Server. The attack happens in phase 5 Secure Settings Exchange.


Man-in-the Middle attack is usually downgrading the RDP connection via user 

accepting invalid certificate prompts, which belongs to the RDP connection sequence 

phase 7 Licensing. The purpose of Licensing is to exchange and validate licenses, which 

is sent by the server. However, MITM attack usually uses self-signed certificates to login, 

which will cause error notification when client connected [41].


BlueKeep vulnerably takes advantage of Bitmap Cache Protocol Data Unit (PDU) to 

obtain a part of kernel memory. The crafted package is sent to server in period Persistent 

Key List PDU(s), which belongs to phase 10: Connection Finalisation [17].


4.4.2 RDS’s Weaknesses 

Let alone the RDP vulnerabilities like BlueKeep, BlueGate. The other RDS weaknesses 

can be listed as below.


1. Weak and Reuse Credentials


Most Remote Desktop Services are protected by Windows logon credentials. However, in 

order to bring convenience to login to the system every time, the Windows logon 

credentials people used normally are not complex enough to counter credential force 
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attack [25]. The reuse of logon credentials also makes convenience to the lateral 

movement for attacker.


2. Unrestricted Connection Port Management


Remote Desktop Service uses Port 3389 to communicate as default, so that attacker can 

easily conduct MITM attack to monitor the communication when the channel is not 

encrypted [25]. Though Windows provide access to change the listening port from 3389 

to others, but it requires modification to the registry or by running power shell command, 

and also the relative configuration needs to be modified on the firewall, which is a 

complex operating process [26].


3. Expose RDP to the Internet


Many companies are exposing their Remote Desktop Service over the Internet for 

convenience, like all the search results of Remote Desktop in section 3.2 on SHODAN. 

The exposure of RDS over the Internet provides attackers convenience to scan and login 

to the RDP server.


4.4.3 RDS Defence in Depth Suggestions 

RDS Defence advice can also be implemented by Defence in Depth model, which use 

three types of control methods to defend the threats, Physical Control, Technical Control, 

and Administrative Control.


Let alone physical controls to protect RDS server, the Technical and Administrative 

Controls of RDS server can be listed below.


Technical Control: 

1. Using Honeypot/SOC


Using Honeypot or other alternative SOC software can easily identify the threat types and 

collect attackers’ information at the same time when the attack happened, which gives IT 

administrators more clues to response to the incidents and the potential vulnerabilities in 

RDS server.


2. Installing the Patch


Installing the related patches against the RDS vulnerabilities that are released by the 

official update. Before the official patch has been released, users will be recommended to 
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stop using the service or seek for alternative methods like share through Teams and 

Teamviewer.


3. Using Remote Desktop Gateway (RDG)


Remote Desktop Gateway (RDG) is a Windows component, which provides routing for 

RDP. Client connects and sends authenticate information to RDG, instead of connecting 

directly to RDS server. Once the authentication is successful, RDG will forwards the 

request to the RDS server, which reduce the risks that expose RDS server directly onto 

the Internet [21]. 


Though there are several vulnerabilities against RDG, like the BlueGate (CVE-2020-0609 

and CVE-2020-0610) mentioned in Table 2, which allows pre-authentication Remote Code 

Execution (RCE) attack. The RDG method still protect RDS server from most of the 

attacks. Comparing to RDS server expose directly to the Internet, RDG has less of an 

attack surface, also it is under the protection of the firewall [21]. 


Defence advice on RDG is disabling the UDP transport or add UDP port, specially add 

port 3391 into firewall block list. Because most of the BlueGate exploitations takes 

advantages of UDP transport.


4. Using Virtual Private Network (VPN) and Secure Sockets Layer (SSL)


VPN and SSL are two encryption technologies on network layer, which require 

authentication connection. VPN and SSL hide RDP protocol behind second factor 

authentications and also from the Internet, similar to RDG method mentioned above [22]. 

VPN and SSL methods will reduce the possibility and attack surface of RDS.


5. Enabling Network Level Authentication (NLA)


Using Windows recommend Network Level is another useful Windows component, 

because NLA will prevent malicious connection to RDP protocol without authentication. 

NLA will force clients to authenticate before connection to the server, which means the  

BlueKeep vulnerability will not be detected even if RDS server is vulnerable.[23]


However, even if the NLA component is enabled, the target system is still vulnerable to 

Remote Code Execution (RCE) attack, which means a malicious insiders or attackers who 

have the valid credentials could finish the NLA authentication and then conduct the RCE 

attack [23].


6. Blocking RDS TCP port (3389) on Firewall


Blocking the communication port between Internet and RDS server will prevent attackers 

over the Internet trying to scan and exploit the vulnerabilities [24]. Also, if the RDS server 
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has software firewall or HIDS, IT administrator could add specific machines in private 

network to connect or block from RDS server.


Administrative Control: 

1. Disabling the RDS (when you do not use it)


Disable the RDS service and block the communication port (usually 3389) on firewall, 

when you do not use the service [24], which will sharply decrease the attack possibility 

and hide the vulnerabilities. Because attackers will requires root privilege to enable RDS 

service.


2. Use Strong Password and Change Password Regularly 


Using individual strong password rather than the same administrative password to logon 

to the Windows system, will make the RDS server suffers less on brute force attack and 

RDS lateral movement. Also change password regularly effectively preventing the 

credential stuffing attack.


3. Control and Auditing Remote Access


Organisations should let IT manager control and audit the RDS access log files and RDS 

server system settings, log files, related registry configurations regularly to ensure there 

are no potential compromise.


4.5 SMB and RDS Analyses 

This section will describe post-exploitation of Remote Code Execution (RCE) 

vulnerabilities (EternalBlue and BlueKeep), which refers to what attacker could do after 

the attack and how severe the attack could be (4.5.1). Then compare SMB and RDS 

services attacking path, weaknesses, defence methods based on previous sections 

(4.5.2).


4.5.1 Post-exploitation of RCE Vulnerabilities 

Both SMB vulnerability EternalBlue and RDS vulnerability BlueKeep contain Remote Code 

Execution (RCE), which is an very high-profile vulnerability. Because supporting RCE 

means attacker could run commands, elevate privileges, view and change files, etc. All 

commands shown below are the post-exploitation commands and tools in Metasploit. 

Type “help” to review all of them, which shows how severe the exploitation could be by 

using strapi, priv and kiwi commands set.  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File system commands supports attacker to access target machine file system, the 

operations include create, read, delete, modify, download, and upload any files, which 

means attacker will have full access to all unencrypted files in target system, and also 

could upload any other malicious files or scripts to conduct further exploitation.


Networking commands allow attackers to collect network configurations from the target 

machine, like arp table, IP address, net stat, route table, etc, which could potentially help 

attacker to collect useful information for intranet lateral movement.


System commands not only support attackers to collect target system information, but 

also could execute shell commands remotely, which allows attackers to execute any 

malicious scripts or executables that upload via file system commands.
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User interface commands allow attackers to collect user input from target machine’s 

keyboard, mouse events which could be used to collect more credentials from other 

software or websites. Attackers can even stream the screen of the target machine to 

monitor the activities that victim operates.


According to Shodan, the top three vulnerabilities search are all related to webcam, and 

one of the most popular vulnerabilities is CVE-2019-0708 (BlueKeep). After the 

exploitation, attackers could stream from the webcam.


Kiwi commands allow straightforward view of all the credentials, hash dumps used and 

stored in Windows SAM file in plain text. With the legit credentials and RDS service open, 

attackers can actually logon to the system without conducting any attack later.
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Figure 41 Stdapi: User interface Commands

Figure 42 Stdapi: Webcam Commands
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Priv has elevate commands, which could elevate attacker’s privilege from shell to root 

privilege. If attackers get root access to a machine, that machine basically is fully under 

attackers’ control.


All the movements listed above show what attackers could do after the exploitation, 

which represents how severe the consequences that Remote Code Execution (RCE) 

vulnerability could potentially lead to.


4.5.2 Comparison of SMB and RDS  

During the exploration of two vulnerabilities faced to different protocols from section 4.1.2 

and 4.3.1, there are many similarities between EternalBlue and BlueKeep vulnerability. 

This section will compare two Windows remote sharing services SMB and RDS together  

based on all the researches and analyses. From two services’ DREAD risk assessment, 

attacking path to two protocols’ weaknesses and defence advice.


Qualitative risk assessment against two vulnerabilities shows how severe are the risks. 

Both EternalBlue and BlueKeep have the overall rating 12, which makes them really 

severe and important in five aspects Damage, Reproducibility, Exploitability, Affected 

users, and Discoverability. The two vulnerabilities are really similar in almost every aspect. 

The damage and affected users are huge, because both of them are wormable RCE 

vulnerabilities and at the same time both of the vulnerabilities are focusing on remote 

sharing protocols, which normally company’s server will run and a lot of staff will interact 
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with it remotely. Reproducibility, exploitability, discoverability level have gone down from 

requiring advanced computer knowledge and customised malware to only need a few 

configurations after many PoCs have been released and without requirements of  an 

authorised user account. 


The Attacking Path and Weaknesses of two services SMB and RDS, though is a bit 

different, both services are all facing brute force attack, Man-In-The-Middle attack, and 

lateral movement. Specially MITM attacks, attackers could use different vulnerabilities to 

intercept the connections. Weak encryption or no encryption, downgrade the connection 

credentials, leakage of session key can all lead to a MITM attack. 


Related to attacking path and weaknesses, the Defence Advice of two service are similar 

as well. For Technical Control, use strong encryption algorithms to encrypt the 

connection; hide SMB/RDS service behind VPN or SSL connection; enable the secure 

features in SMB (Pre-authentication Integrity)/RDS (NLA, RDS Gateway); apply port 

blocking or traffic filtering policies on secure devices and softwares (firewall, IDS, IPS, 

HIDS); use Honeypot and SOC systems to collect threats and attackers’ information. 

For Administrative Control, both SMB and RDS require clients to set up strong password 

to authenticate, and change password regularly. Because these two remote sharing 

services are all relatively not very secure, and could result in severe consequences (in 

Section 4.5.1), the services should be disabled when they are not required or can be 

replaced by other alternative softwares (Teams, Teamviewer). 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5. Honeypot as a Defence Method  

This section will explain why chose Honeypot as a defence method (5.1), how to build a 

Honeypot and collect attackers’ information (5.2), and what are the pros and cons of 

Honeypot defence method (5.3).


5.1 Honeypot and PyRdp Introduction  

Among all the Technical Controls mentioned in both SMB and RDS services, most of the 

features can be achieved by using the latest version of SMB and RDS, installing patches 

in time, and applying security policies on the secure devices. However, only one of the 

defence methods is working uniquely. It does not protect the SMB/RDS server directly, 

but it can deflect attacks to a vulnerable but under controlled, isolated system, which 

cannot only waste a lot of time and effort of the attacker, but also could monitor the 

attack activities. It is a Honeypot.


Though there are some Honeypot softwares available on the market like KFSensor, 

Glastop, Ghost USB [45]. However, all of them are focusing on the whole system, rather 

than two Remote Sharing Services SMB and RDS. The large amount of traffic makes IT 

analysts hard to track and analyse malicious attacks. So, the following sections will show 

how to build a RDS Honeypot based on open source PyRdp Python scripts and what are 

the pros and cons of Honeypot.


PyRdp python script is basically a MITM script, which intercepts and analyses RDS 

traffic. It contains a few features: Monster-in-the-Middle, RDP Player, and RDP Certificate 

Cloner [44]. Monster-in-the-Middle feature collects logon credentials, intercepts data in 

clipboard, intercepts files transfer over Internet, and also run commands or PowerShell 

payloads when connecting. RDP Player feature can watch and take control of live RDP 

connections based on MITM interception. RDP Certificate Cloner feature is able to create 

self-signed X509 certificates to downgrade the RDP connection.


5.2 Build RDS Honeypot  

5.2.1 RDS Honeypot Building Solutions 

In this experiment, a Windows 7 machine with the RDS service turned on will become the 

RDS Honeypot. Because Honeypot itself is vulnerable, though it is under control, and 
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isolated from DMZ zone, it is still dangerous to expose the Honeypot to the external 

network [43].


As a result, the alternative solution is transferring all the RDS traffic connected to 

Honeypot to the other machine (Ubuntu Server) to analyse and then Ubuntu Server will 

forward the traffic to the Honeypot. Windows 7 Honeypot and Ubuntu Server are used to 

protect the real RDS server (192.168.1.10), which is under the protection of firewall and 

located in DMZ. The network diagram can be illustrated in the following Figure 45.


Environment: VMware Workstation Pro


Honeypot System: Windows 7 Professional


IP address: 192.168.10.50


Analyse Server System: Ubuntu 20.04.3


IP address: 192.168.10.16


Solution 1: Install PyRdp python script on the Ubuntu machine [44]. Because in real 

network, router can be set up for the port-forwarding to forwards all the Windows 7 

machine’s traffic to Ubuntu machine, it is a bit complicated to set up port-forwarding in 
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VMware. VMware has a port forwarding function when the Network Adapter is connecting 

to NAT. The port-forwarding configuration is shown below, which allows virtual machine 

Honeypot (192.168.10.50) to transfer all the traffic in port 3389 to the host machine. Then 

use PyRdp Script to intercept and monitor the RDS traffic. 


However, the goal is to transfer the traffic to Ubuntu machine rather than the host 

machine. The solution is to build a nested VM environment, which means building a 

Windows 7 Honeypot virtual machine inside a Ubuntu Server virtual machine. Then use 

VMware port-forwarding on Windows 7 Honeypot inside Ubuntu server (host).


This method should be able to transfer the traffic from Windows 7 Honeypot to host 

machine Ubuntu Server and then use PyRdp MITM script to intercept the RDS traffic. 

However, due to the hardware limitation, my laptop ran out of memory to run so many 

VMs at the same time, which means I had to change to other solutions.
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Solution 2: PyRdp allows a virtual image called “Docker Image” to execute the PyRdp 

script. Docker image allows script running machine to map the RDP port 3389 to the 

virtual image. Then forward the port traffic to the actual RDS server to become a MITM 

Honeypot.


First, installing PyRdp script on Ubuntu machine, use command “source venv/bin/

activate“ to activate the linux virtual environment. Then use command “sudo docker run 

-p 3389:3389 gosecure/pyrdp pyrdp-mitm.py 192.168.10.50” to run MITM script on 

Ubuntu machine and forward the traffic to Windows 7 Honeypot 192.168.10.50 on port 

3389. The following figure shown that PyRdp is listening and once Ubuntu machine 

received the RDS request it will forward the traffic to target Windows 7 Honeypot 

192.168.10.50. And the intercept traffic will be stored locally in file pyrdp_output.


As Ubuntu machine is listening on port 3389 and Windows 7 Honeypot is on, host 

machine (192.168.10.1 act as attack machine) can use Remote Desktop Connection to 

connect to both of the machines (192.168.10.50 and 192.168.10.16). However, while 

attack machine is connecting to Ubuntu server (192.168.10.16), Ubuntu machine will 

intercept the traffic and then forward the traffic to Windows 7 Honeypot to establish the 

connection, which means the attack machine will actually connect to Windows 7 

Honeypot’s remote desktop using Ubuntu server’s IP address (192.168.10.16). 
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Figure 49 Establish RDS Connection to Ubuntu Server 

on Host Machine
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5.2.2 Use Honeypot to Collect Attack Information 

Once clicked Connect button, Ubuntu server starts to intercept the traffic sent from the 

host (192.168.10.1). The Figure 50 below shows what Ubuntu server has captured, first 

the connecting IP address (192.168.10.1) and then PyRdp script cloned Windows 7 

Honeypot’s certificate (WIN-3O625NMSN1B.crt) and send to the host.


The host machine will receive the certificate shown in Figure 51, which is self-signed from 

Windows 7 Honeypot (WIN-3O625NMSN1B) to the Ubuntu Server (192.168.10.16). It is 

tricky because the attacker will think machine 192.168.10.16 is actually the RDS server, 

which owns the certificate WIN-3O625NMSN1B.crt. The Windows 7 remote desktop 

certificate is version 3 and using sha1RSA as the signature algorithm.
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Figure 50 Ubuntu Server’s Interception of RDS Connection Request

Figure 51 Self-signed RDS Certificate
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Once the host (192.168.10.1) clicked Yes to accept the certification and establish the 

connection, Ubuntu server will receive the following client information shown below. 


The traffic collected by Ubuntu server has several important pieces of information of the 

attack machine (host 192.168.10.1), IP address and connection port, the host name 

(REDEMPTION). The long strings of value CLIENT_RANDOM is a signed data that 

prevents someone pretending to be server after intercepting the messages [46]. Ironically, 

the RDS server has already been replaced by Ubuntu server.


Then, host machine connect to Windows 7 Honeypot (192.168.10.50), however, the 

connection IP shows 192.168.10.16, which is the Ubuntu server. 
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Figure 53 RDS Login Page
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Now whatever the client does on the Remote Desktop Connection will be intercepted and 

transferred to the Ubuntu server. Figure 54 shows the client first input “123456” in the 

password block and then deleting them all (by using <\b>) and then input “password” into 

block as password. But “password ” is not the actual login password to the system.


The real login password is 123123 and the figure below shown what Ubuntu server has 

captured. After the credential captured, PyRdp script mapped printer and filesystem on 

host machine to Windows 7 Honeypot RDS server, which can be seen on Windows 7 in 

Figure 56.


What attacker do now is all under the monitor of Ubuntu server. Everything stored in 

clipboard is intercepted. Every file copied or transferred over network will be transferred 

and downloaded into Ubuntu server. 


There is an txt file originally called Top Secure.txt located on the Windows 7 Honeypot 

machine. When attackers find this file might be interesting, and copy this file, Ubuntu 

server will intercept the traffic and download the file into folder pyrdp_output locally. The 

same process will happen when attackers try to upload some malicious files (in this case 

Hack.txt) into RDS server.
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Figure 54 Ubuntu Interception of Keystrokes

Figure 55 Ubuntu Server Mapping Captured

Figure 56 Mapping Filesystem to Honeypot
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Ubuntu server can also detect BlueKeep vulnerability scanning. 


Run another Kali machine (192.168.10.3) to conduct BlueKeep vulnerabilities scan. Set 

the RHOSTS to 192.168.10.16 and then run the exploitation script as section 4.3.1.2. 


The scanning result shows that Ubuntu server 192.168.10.16 does not have the 

vulnerability CVE_2019_0708, which is true. Because Ubuntu server does not even have 

RDS service open. Only Windows 7 Honeypot 192.168.10.50:3389 will have BlueKeep 

vulnerability.


Though Ubuntu machine does not contain the BlueKeep vulnerability, but it intercepted 

the cracked packages attack attempt sent by Kali attacker (192.168.10.3). 


Ubuntu server has collected attacker’s IP, x224 cookie, and the vulnerability exploit 

information (BlueKeep exploit attempted). 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Figure 58 BlueKeep Vulnerability Scan on Ubuntu Server

Figure 59 BlueKeep Vulnerability Scan on Windows 7 Honeypot
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5.3 RDS Honeypot’s Pros and Cons 

In solution 2, Ubuntu server protects RDS Honeypot from direct access and exploitation 

from attacker. The Windows 7 Honeypot and Ubuntu server are all built in VMware, which 

means they are isolated from the actual network and DMZ. All the exploitations and 

damages will be fully in controlled under the virtual environment. Honeypot can collect 

attacker’s important information (like IP address, host name, the exploitation packages), 

when they are trying to attempt connection or exploitation. Even if they managed to get 

access to the Honeypot, their malicious activities will still be intercepted on Ubuntu 

server. All the collected information could not only notify IT managers that Honeypot is 

under attack, but also give IT managers sufficient time and clues to deploy defence 

methods on the real RDS server.


The Pros of Honeypot can be listed as below:


1. Honeypot is installed in Virtual Environment or completely isolated from real 

environment, which can cause no harm to actual systems.


2. Honeypot does not allow legit user to use it, which means any traffic it captured 

should be scanning or intrusion attempts from attackers [47]. Comparing to 

monitoring actual RDS server using IDS, there is much less noisy traffic interfering in 

Honeypot and much lower false positive rate.
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3. Because of low traffic and service requirements, Honeypot does not require much 

hardware resources to operate. Some vendors even provide cloud Honeypot to 

protect the client assets.


4. Honeypot can collect useful attacker information like attack vectors, exploitations, 

malicious files. It is very useful for organisation’s IT managers to obtain reliable 

intelligence to deploy other defence methods.


5. Honeypot can attract attackers’ attention and spend a lot of time and effort on it, 

which provides IT managers sufficient time to respond and also reduce the likelihood 

of attacking the real live systems and other persons’ machines.


6. Honeypot can help detect zero-day attack, and new protocol vulnerabilities, which will 

help cyber security analysts to analyse the new exploitation.


7. Honeypot can defend and collect insider attacks as well. As hardware firewall will not 

prevent an internal attack. Any unauthorised staff could attempt to attack the RDS 

server, the activities could also be captured by Honeypot.


The Cons of Honeypot can be listed as below:


1. The Honeypot set up and configurations are very complicated, which requires 

specially trained technical staff to build and operate.


2. Once attacker has detected it is a Honeypot (like in our experiment only need to scan 

the IP 192.168.10.16, and attacker find it is an Ubuntu system rather than Windows 7), 

they can bypass this Honeypot and continue the attack on other systems.


3. Some smart attackers could use Honeypot as a way to access the intranet, or collect 

useful organisation information from Honeypot instead.


4. Honeypot could give IT managers information but it cannot replace other security 

devices and defence methods.


To sum up, though Honeypot is a complex defence method to set up, it collects important 

attacker information and requires very low resources. It is a very powerful defence 

method in RDS Defence in Depth structure. The same Honeypot could also be set up for 

SMB server, which would listening on port 445. 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6. Conclusion and Future Work 

6.1 Conclusion 

This project has explored two Windows remote sharing services — SMB and RDS’s  

vulnerabilities by demonstrating and analysing the vulnerabilities Lateral Movement, 

EternalBlue, and BlueKeep. Used DREAD qualitative risk assessment model to measure 

how severe the risks are. Then analysed the two services’ weakness points according to 

attacking path. Listed technical and administrative control methods related to the two 

services’ weakness points based on Defend in Depth model. And last, picked one special 

defence method — Honeypot to collect attackers’ information as a defence method and 

analysed the pros and cons of Honeypot.


The whole report structure is based on relationship among security concepts mentioned 

in Figure 1. Vulnerability could lead to risk, risk could cause an exposure which will cause 

damage to assets, exposure can be controlled by appropriate countermeasures. 


To sum up, because EternalBlue and BlueKeep are both wormable RCE vulnerabilities 

their risk levels are both similarly high. 


Both SMB and RDS services are suffering from brute force attack, MITM attack, and 

lateral movement according to the attacking path, especially MITM attacks. Weak 

encryption or no encryption, downgrading the connection credentials, leakage of session 

key can all lead to a MITM attack. 


As a result the related defence methods are similar as well. In technical control, the latest 

version of SMB and RDS services provide strong encryptions with multiple authentication 

methods which could prevent most MITM attacks and lateral movement. In administrative 

control both SMB and RDS require strong password to defend brute force attack. Also, 

administrators should audit the access log file regularly to see if there are any malicious 

records. 


This report also demonstrates one unique defence method — Honeypot to collect 

attackers’ valuable information and waste their time and effort on a fake server. Honeypot 

is an effective, low-cost defence method to collect attackers’ information and protecting 

organisation from zero-day attacks, however, it requires complex configurations to setup 

and it cannot replace other defence methods like firewall, IDS, etc. 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6.2 Recommendations of Future Work 

This project is relatively successful considering it is a two-month project. However, some 

parts cannot continue because of some technical issues. Such as writing Aggressor 

Script in Cobalt Strike for SMB lateral movement; using Proof of Code rather than 

Metasploit modules to exploit the SMB and RDS vulnerabilities; using nested virtual 

machines to build Honeypot. If time permitted, more work can be done to demonstrate 

this remote sharing topic. The recommendations of  future work will be:


1. Write Aggressor Script in Cobalt Strike for SMB lateral movement. As section 4.1.1.5 

mentioned, SMB lateral movement in aggressor script will not be very different from 

python script. Once this work is done, red team do not need to pipe Metasploit 

module  smb_login into Cobalt Strike to conduct lateral movement.


2. Use more Proof of Codes rather than Metasploit modules to exploit the SMB and RDS 

vulnerabilities. This project used Metasploit exploitation modules for convenience, 

which are just two kinds of PoCs. In the future, more PoCs of SMB and RDS 

vulnerabilities could be demonstrated and compared together to see what is the 

difference and which one is more effective and deadly.


3. Use nested virtual machines to build Honeypot. In real environment, most advanced 

routers can forward the specific traffic to specific machine to analyse. Nested virtual 

machines structure may be one of the solutions to simulate this situation in virtual 

environment. 


4. SMB Honeypot should be included as well. Though SMB and RDS Honeypot have the 

same principle, which is using a fake server to intercept and analyse the malicious 

traffic, a SMB Honeypot should also be done in the future.


Back to the Top 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